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a long planning process

Previous experience

This PhD builds on a series of international researches and professional experiences 

developed by the candidate on the topics of self-production and craftsm
anship. During his 

studies in Industrial Design and Ecodesign (conducted in Italy, the Netherlands and Brazil), th
e

candidate had the opportunity to work with local artisans to develop projects w
ith social, 

cultural and environmental added value. He has collaborated with design associations, 

organizing events and conferences to debate, promote and support young designers. In 

recent years, th
e candidate has acquired more knowledge on the topic and has published 

papers analysing self-production and craftsm
anship as advanced design processes towards 

social innovation.

Current state of the art

The research moves from the concept of advanced craftsm
anship (Sennet, 2008), as an 

interesting opportunity to rediscover and enhance material culture and local identities over 

the time. The aim is to
 understand possible negative impacts of craft production and define 

its sc
ope in future scenarios, based on circular and sharing economy, happiness in

dex, reverse 

logic, product re-manufacturing and disassembling (MacArthur, 2012). The global economic 

and environmental crisis 
has led to a “great disruption” (Gilding, 2011). The crisis 

becomes a 

chance to replace material consumption with “collaborative consumption” (Botsman, 2010), 

enhancing the sharing and exchange of any kind of products and services.

The key guide within this complex scenario is th
e Service Design methodology, shaping new 

relationships between social innovation and sustainability.. It i
s considered as a process fo

r 

catalysing human capabilities, enabling “creative communities” (M
eroni, 2007) and designing 

“collaborative services” (Jégou, Manzini, 2008) with cultural, social, economic and 

environmental impacts. Sustainability is the overall aim of the research, which applies a 

systemic design approach (Braungart, M
c Donough, 2002) to creative communities, m

aking 

the output (wastes) of a production system become the input (resources) fo
r another. This 

creates new economic fluxes and aims at eco-e�ciency. Sustainability is considered an 

overwhelmingly social issue, which service design can address due to its user-centric 

strength, enhancing infrastructure and inter-relationships between business, government and 

people (Brass, 2
008).

Thesis statement and objectives

The research project aims to explore and design sustainable cutting-edge 

product-service-system solutions to be applied to artisans' communities, meeting future needs 

for social innovation.

The objective of the research is to
 address as many of the following questions as possible:

- What is th
e role of design in creating and supporting social and sustainable enterprises? How

can a designer use his/her methodology to help artisans' communities to exist and consolidate?

- Which are the recurrent environmental impacts of craft production and how can service 

design make it m
ore sustainable?

- What will be the scope of artisan production in a future social, economic and environmental

scenario?

- How can the resulting social and economic models sp
read and be replicated, from being 
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Introduction

In the last decades, design has moved its fo
cus fro

m commercial and manufacturing issu
es to

immaterial areas such as stra
tegy, service and systems, addressing social and environmental 

problems. From this perspective, craftsm
anship is not an anachronistic approach, but an 

interesting opportunity, addressing the increasing demand for flexible productions, able to 

connect local realities with global markets. The research is grounded on the assumption that 

selling more stu�, even if eco-friendly and  roduced by craftsm
en, is n

ot a sustainable solution 

to the environmental crisis. 
Service design is c

onsidered a stra
tegic process fo

r shaping not 

new objects, b
ut new relationships, tri

ggering and scaling-up social innovation. The aim of 

the research is to assess the cultural, social, economic and environmental relevance of 

artisans’ communities and prove how service design can contribute to create an enabling 

ecosystem that seeks sustainable development of a territory. The project will prove how 

design can contribute in a holistic
 way to sustainability, beyond mere environmental issu

es, 

mainly focusing on meeting social needs, among them happiness and well-being.
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let’s start!

crafting situated services
meaningful design for social
innovation with textile artisan
communities



research problem

top-down one-size-fits-all design
for services is ineffective
to address the diverse needs
of local communities



knowledge gap

need for developing a more
situated and embedded
approach to designing for service



aim

to explore how service design can
be used to activate communities
to transition towards a
sustainable future

Previous experience

This PhD builds on a series of international researches and professional experiences 

developed by the candidate on the topics of self-production and craftsm
anship. During his 

studies in Industrial Design and Ecodesign (conducted in Italy, the Netherlands and Brazil), th
e

candidate had the opportunity to work with local artisans to develop projects w
ith social, 

cultural and environmental added value. He has collaborated with design associations, 

organizing events and conferences to debate, promote and support young designers. In 

recent years, th
e candidate has acquired more knowledge on the topic and has published 

papers analysing self-production and craftsm
anship as advanced design processes towards 

social innovation.

Current state of the art

The research moves from the concept of advanced craftsm
anship (Sennet, 2008), as an 

interesting opportunity to rediscover and enhance material culture and local identities over 

the time. The aim is to
 understand possible negative impacts of craft production and define 

its sc
ope in future scenarios, based on circular and sharing economy, happiness in

dex, reverse 

logic, product re-manufacturing and disassembling (MacArthur, 2012). The global economic 

and environmental crisis 
has led to a “great disruption” (Gilding, 2011). The crisis 

becomes a 

chance to replace material consumption with “collaborative consumption” (Botsman, 2010), 

enhancing the sharing and exchange of any kind of products and services.

The key guide within this complex scenario is th
e Service Design methodology, shaping new 

relationships between social innovation and sustainability.. It i
s considered as a process fo

r 

catalysing human capabilities, enabling “creative communities” (M
eroni, 2007) and designing 

“collaborative services” (Jégou, Manzini, 2008) with cultural, social, economic and 

environmental impacts. Sustainability is the overall aim of the research, which applies a 

systemic design approach (Braungart, M
c Donough, 2002) to creative communities, m

aking 

the output (wastes) of a production system become the input (resources) fo
r another. This 

creates new economic fluxes and aims at eco-e�ciency. Sustainability is considered an 

overwhelmingly social issue, which service design can address due to its user-centric 

strength, enhancing infrastructure and inter-relationships between business, government and 

people (Brass, 2
008).

Thesis statement and objectives

The research project aims to explore and design sustainable cutting-edge 

product-service-system solutions to be applied to artisans' communities, meeting future needs 

for social innovation.

The objective of the research is to
 address as many of the following questions as possible:

- What is th
e role of design in creating and supporting social and sustainable enterprises? How

can a designer use his/her methodology to help artisans' communities to exist and consolidate?

- Which are the recurrent environmental impacts of craft production and how can service 

design make it m
ore sustainable?

- What will be the scope of artisan production in a future social, economic and environmental

scenario?

- How can the resulting social and economic models sp
read and be replicated, from being 

relatively marginal towards becoming the mainstream of the future?

- Finally, how (according to which criteria) can the quality of service design be defined and its 

impacts on social innovation be assessed?

Research methodology

The PhD will be grounded on the service design methodology, yet utilisin
g a more complexity

science perspective to facilitate intelligent, sustainable collaborations. The candidate will 

adopt a case study approach, following theoretical review, to examine examples of best 

practices that fit the theoretical model or hypothesis o
f the research. A period of field research

will be spent abroad to experiment real service design processes applied to a specific artisans'

community. By using participatory design techniques within an international networked 

community of artisans and diverse stakeholders, collaborative services will be designed, 

prototyped and tested. Such an action-research will aim to assess w
hether the developed 

model can demonstrate any improvements in critical measures of well-being and sustainable

crafts p
ractices that will be derived from the research project.

Time plan

The duration of the PhD project will be 3 years; a
ctivities will be delivered according to the 

following plan:

Expected contributions

The candidate intends to produce a critical review of the potential for sustainable 

contemporary craftmanship, defining its s
ocial, cultural, environmental and economic 

impacts. Such an analysis w
ill be linked with the value of service design (as a process fo

r 

promoting positive human interactions and qualites of experieces at a local level) and with the

capacity of digital technology to introduce economies of scale. Through action-research, the

candidate will be able to suggest possible areas of intervention and elaborate a service design

strategy in relation to future sustainable scenarios. Moreover, the candidate will prove such 

theory by designing, together with an international network of stakeholders, an open 

ecosystem to boost artisans’ communities towards sustainability and social innovation. 
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scope

textile artisan communities
as cases of a meaningful approach
to design, yet placed at the bottom
of an unsustainable ecosystem



research process

 

 

literature
review

conceptual
framework

aim

discussion &
conclusions

to explore how service design can activate
communities to transition towards sustainable futures

contribution,
limitations,

future work

theoretical
proposition

methodological
framework

scoping
study

2
participatory

case
studies

impact, relevance
transferability

evaluation
study

objective 2objective 1

objective 3

objective 4



scoping study
2.alternative
   economies

 emerging markets
  sharing economy
  social enterprises & fair trade
  social media & crowdfunding

Oxfam & M&S,
Shwopping,

2012, UK

Repair Café3.redistributed
   manufacturing

 shared makespaces
  local supplies & manufacturing
  specialised workforce recruitment
  labour regulations

Alabama Chanin,
USA1.slow

fashion

 niche ethical couture
  quality and longevity
  close customer relationship
  behaviour change

 bespoke
  lean manufacturing
  management of production
  logistics

4.flexible
   production

Unmade, UK

5.circular
   economy

 natural & biodegradable fibres
  traceability & transparency
  closed loop of resources
  environmental certificates

Ananas Anam, “Piñatex”,
2014, Uk & Spain

 mass profession of prosumers
 multidisciplinary communities
 tinkering &  self-production
 complex designer’s palette

Mary Portas, Headen &
Quarmby, 2013, UK

  handmade vs digital
  personal & local identity vs DIY
  quality, immaterial, long sellers
  product-service-systems

6.advanced
   artisanship

Timo Rissanen, Zero-Waste
Denim, 2010, USA

7.designer
   entrepreneur

 collaboration designer & artisans
  understanding (UCD)
  making (thinkering)
  envisioning (service design)

Lizzie Harrison,
Antiform, UK

 middle-up-down
  cross collaborations
  events, networks, platforms
  policy, scaling up

8.enabling
   ecosystem

Brooklyn Fashion +
Design Accelerator,

Make the Future Here, USA

focus group + interviews sustainable futures



challenges

environmental info & labels
misperception of quality over-consumption

generational divide

outsourced manufacturing IP issues

endangered heritage craft

low access to capitalcapitalistic model

misunderstanding artisans & designers

opportunities

fair-trade
remanufacturing loops

storytelling

cross-collaborationssystemic thinking

technological progresses

marketing strategies

social enterprisessynergy designers & artisans

Deeply embracing aesthetic at systems level, shifting from styles to meanings: ‘less bad is not ’good’; ‘being’ vs. ‘having’.

Thoroughly syncronising the handmade and the digital as tools to innovate our aesthetic and ethics.  

Interconnecting textiles to their wholeness, closing the loop of resources: materials, processes, people, places. 

Holistically restoring the ecosystem, but also our human, social and cultural systems.

Empowering local textile artisans’ communities, sharing resources, skills, time as a collective wisdom.

Weaving an enabling ecosystem and sustaining innovations at glocal level.

Making the intangible tangible and perpetuating our immaterial heritage.

Designing: understanding, storytelling, sense-making, co-creating, activating.

Challenging the ‘business as usual’, making all the assets in the value chain flourish.

Disrupting the fast fashion, through a slow craft, grounded on beauty, quality, know-how, longevity, locality. 

Mazzarella, F., Escobar-Tello, M.C., & Mitchell, V. (2016). Moving Textile Artisans’ Communities towards a Sustainable Future – A Theoretical Framework. In: Proceedings 
of DRS2016: Design + Research + Society – Future-Focused Thinking. 27-30 June 2016, Brighton, UK: University of Brighton. Vol. 10, pp. 3961-3982. 

theoretical proposition

manifesto



 
developing an initial methodological framework for
bridging from visions for the future to situated services

nottingham case study



crafting a sustainable future

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WKuTCeFhQWc



drawing on local knowledge
to situate the intervention
locale

visioncollaboration

situated service

sharing values to encourage
community resilience

resilience

awareness

building an authentic
narrative to raise
people’s awareness

sharing a meaningful vision
for sustainable futures

building a middle-up-down
support network of stakeholders

co-designing
a situated service

proposition

activating
meaningful

social
innovation

Mazzarella, F., Mitchell, V., & Escobar-Tello, M.C. (2017). Crafting Sustainable Futures. The Value of the Service Designer in Activating Meaningful Social Innovation from 
within Textile Artisan Communities. In: The Design Journal, 20: sup 1, S2935-S2950. DOI: 10.1080/14606925.2017.1352803. 

impacts. Such an analysis w
ill be linked with the value of service design (as a process fo

r 

promoting positive human interactions and qualites of experieces at a local level) and with the

capacity of digital technology to introduce economies of scale. Through action-research, the

candidate will be able to suggest possible areas of intervention and elaborate a service design

strategy in relation to future sustainable scenarios. Moreover, the candidate will prove such 

theory by designing, together with an international network of stakeholders, an open 

ecosystem to boost artisans’ communities towards sustainability and social innovation. 
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cape town case study

reviewing the initial methodological framework, 
and further developing the application process



design ethnography
scoping a meaningful intervention

field notes contacts list

ARTISANS 
Name Website/Email Reference Contact 

AKJP keith@adriaankuiters.com Keith Henning 
ALoveSupreme leanne@alovesupreme.co.za Leanne Botha 

Andrea Brand abart@mweb.co.za Andrea Brand 
Bbellamy & Bbellamy bellamydavid@hotmail.com David Bbellamy 

Chic Fusion http://www.chicfusion.co.za/welcome Razaan Jakoet 
Chularp suwannapha2805@gmail.com Chularp Suwannapha 

Cowgirlblues bridget@cowgirlblues.co.za Bridget Henderson 
Erin Frances Creative erincowie@mweb.co.za Erin Frances 

Fabricnation f.nation@gmail.com Jane Solomon 
Gord ramofolon@yahoo.com Tsidi Ramafolo 

Heartworks woermann@iafrica.com Margaret Woermann 

Hemporium philippa@hemporium.com Philippa Mohr 

Hemporium Tony@hemporium.com Tony Budden 
I Scream & Red zap@iscreamandred.co.za Zaid Philander 

Imprint ZA swaggerdiariez@gmail.com Mzukisi Mbane 

Indigi Designs natalie@indigidesigns.co.za Natalie du Toit 
Jaqueline Kolbe 
Millinery 

info@jkmillinery.com Jaqueline Kolbe 

Jesse Breytenbach jezze@tiscali.co.za Jesse Breutenbach 

Krafthaus info@krafthaus.co.za   

Laduma Maxhosa http://www.maxhosa.co.za/ - 
info@maxhosa.co.za 

Laduma Ngxokolo 

Lalesso info@lalesso.com 

Alice Heusser & Olivia 
Kennaway 

Lichen & Leaf cynthedw@gmail.com Cynthia Edwards 

LO Studio elzanne@lo-studio.biz Elzanne Louw 

Lula Fabrics melissa@lulafabrics.com   
Mark Rautenbach     

Mielie info@mielie.com Adri Schutz 
Mungo retail@mungo.co.za Stuart Holding 

Philani info@philani.org.za Marielle Graham 
Photoganic victoria@photoganic.co.za Victoria Romburgh 

Pierre Fouche pierre.fouche@gmail.com    

Selfi celeste@selfi.co.za Celeste Lee Arendse 

Shine Shine tracy@shineshine.co.za  Tracy Rushmere 
Sibabalwe Ndlwana sib.ndlwana@gmail.com Sibabalwe Ndlwana 

Sindiso Khumalo sindisokhumalo@gmail.com Sindiso Khumalo 

Skinny LaMinx heather@skinnylaminx.com Heather Moore 

Skinny LaMinx pearl@skinnylaminx.com Pearl Thompson 
Sway info@sway.co.za Melissa Kerkhoff 

The Joinery hello@thejoinery.co.za Natalie Ellis & Kim Ellis 
The White Rabbit Days helen@whiterabbitdays.com Helen Andrews 

Township® nicole-marie@township.co.za Nicole-Marie Iresch 
Township® Waheedah@township.co.za Waheedah Dien 

data map



story-listening & -telling

photo-story

eliciting tacit knowledge into new narratives

contextual interview cards

society culture

en
vironment economy

How do you describe yourself and your business?
What drives you to pursue your textile artisanal business?
What is the value proposition behind your artisanal business?
How many people do you work with, and what kind of collaborators are they?
What factors have driven the formation of your collaborations?
What are the key features of your community of practice?
What is your role within the community?
Where do you collaborate with your community?
Are you part of any digital community of textile artisans?
What is the geographical scale of your community of practice?

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

How did you learn your textile practice?
How long have you worked in this sector?
How much confident do you consider yourself in this practice?
How do you keep your skills up to date?
Which keywords could you use to define your own product identity?
What cultural values do your products convey?
To which extent do your products reflect a local aesthetic?
To which extent do your products respond to international consumer tastes?
How do you approach local textile traditions?
How do you innovate your practice?

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Where do you get your material supplies?
What kind of fibres do you use?
What kind of yarns do you use?
What kind of fabrics do you use?
Where did you get your production equipment?
What kind of making tools do you use?
What production phases do you manage?
What type of products do you manufacture?
What is the designed life cycle of your products?
What end-of-life practices do you pursue?

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Is textile making your main activity? If not, what is your main activity?
How do you manage your business?
How many products do you manufacture monthly, on average?
What are your main expenses?
What is the average range of price of your products?
Is your business economically self-sustainable?
Where do you sell your products?
What type of packaging do you use ?
How do you communicate your business?
What is your main target customer?

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.



sensemaking
making sense of sustainable futures

supply chains contribute
to a circular economy

resilient business models
shape alternative economies

waste
minimisation

waste
collection

repairing

natural fibres
& dyes

local
supplies

traceable
supply
chains

transparent
environmental

information

cradle2cradle
(reuse,

remanufacture,
upcycle)

social
media

crowdfunding
campaigns

emerging
markets

social
enterprises

sharing
economy

fair
trade

complementary
currencies

manufacturing
gets redistributed

production scale
becomes flexible

open access
database

re-localised
manufacturing

upskilling

networked,
fluid businesses

open
studios

communities
of practice

platforms
for sharing

process
specialisation

limited
collections

on demand

customisation
lean

manufacturing

management
of production

long
tail

consumption shifts
towards slow fashion

product types
become advanced

certifications

behaviour
change

ethical
couture

critical
consumption

value
co-creation

storytelling

unique
status

do-it-yourself

heritage
textiles

smart
textiles

creative
commons

quality

designers become
micro-entrepreneurs

innovations are sustained
by enabling ecosystems

sense
making

storytelling

understanding envisioning

connecting

assessing

prototyping

value
co-creating

empowerment

events
networks
platforms

scaling up

activism policies

multidisciplinary

what may a sustainable
future look like for you

#mysustainablefuture
Francesco Mazzarella
     F.Mazzarella@lboro.ac.uk
     @FraMazzarella

manufacturing
gets redistributed

production scale
becomes flexible

supply chains contribute
to a circular economy

designers become
micro-entrepreneurs

product types
become advanced

consumption shifts
towards slow fashion

innovations are
sustained by

enabling ecosystems

resilient business
models shape

alternative economies

for 10 minutes, explore the future trends here presented, by 
answering the question “what would happen to your textile 
artisanal business if such trends occurred?”.

what if...

Francesco Mazzarella
     F.Mazzarella@lboro.ac.uk
     @FraMazzarella

for 30 minutes, brainstorm around the mind-map here 
outlined and be dreamer/critique/realistic to  assess strengths, 
weaknesses, opportunities and threats of your ideas.

any ideas

Francesco Mazzarella
     F.Mazzarella@lboro.ac.uk
     @FraMazzarella

future trends cards

framing what if... ideas generation



co-creation 
co-creating situated services

informed consent
(creative commons)

contact list
(google+)

open database
(website, print-outs)

admin support
(CPUT apprentice)

collective blog
(photos, web links)

I agree

I disagree

HELPCC

collective show
(talks, sales)

shared REP
(travels)

activism campaign
(social media)

annual review
(action plan)

quarterly meeting
(open studios)

#

     responsibility
     trust
     sharing
     collaboration
     diversity
     meaning
     flourishing
     slowness
     self-sustainment 
     inclusivity



roundtable discussion

Mazzarella, F., Mitchell, V., May, A.J. & Escobar-Tello, M.C. (forthcoming). Weaving the Threads: Service Innovation with Textile Artisan Communities. In: Proceedings of 
ServDes 2018: Proof of Concept. 18-20 June 2018, Milan, Italy: Politecnico di Milano 

activating a legacy outlining an action plan

showcasing the efforts scaling up the impact



crafting situated services

scoping a 
meaningful
intervention
eliciting tacit
knowledge &
interweaving
new narratives

framing
meaningful
visions for 
a sustainable
future

co-designing
situated services
& embedding
values into
service 
innovation

activating a legacy
for community
resilience
& outlining
actionable routes

cultural insider
storyteller

design
ethnography
- field notes

storytelling
- interview cards
- photo-stories

sensemaking
- framing
- what if...
- ideas generation
- future trends cards 

co-creation
workshops
- chall./oppor.
- design direction
- future strategy
- stakeholders map
- service storyboard
- social business model canvas
- manifesto

roundtable discussion
- action plan

sensemaker facilitator activist
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evaluation study

interviews

Roles of service designer for social innovation

Anthropological approach to service design

Situated services

Bridge between two service design domains

Application of service design to artisanship

contribution

Going beyond the toolkit
Implementing the services

Evaluating the social innovations

Adopting and di�using the framework

limitations

Alleviating the designer’s ‘parachuting’ approach

Crafting sustainable futures
Activating local legacies

relevance

Any vulnerable community
Public service organisations

transferability



contribution

to adopt and adapt an anthropological
framework for crafting situated services
for sustainable futures

designers

to further understand the cultural and critical value 
of an anthropological approach to service design 
for social innovation and sustainability

ac
ademics



dissemination

publications



collaborations

memberships professional development



what have I experienced?

ambition
curiosity
flexibility
relations
wellbeing
quality
FOMO vs. JOMO..... enjoy, and let it go...

be ambitious, at least you will get somewhere

the more you know, the more you want to know

be resilient, things never go to plan

aim high, but accept it when it is good enough

be mindful, meditate

we are not alone navigating this journey, be grateful



where am I now?

thesis submission
February

graduation
July

Viva
April



what’s next?

teaching
LU LDN

Post Doc
Lancaster



fingers crossed  ;-)

F.Mazzarella@lboro.ac.uk

Francesco Mazzarella


